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UNTIL THE COWS COME HOME: ANCILLARY PROBATE REFORM IS NEEDED ACROSS THE COUNTRY TO BETTER SERVE FARMERS AND RANCHERS

Emily K. Daniel†

Abstract

Property law has long established a difference between real and personal property. When an individual dies, if they owned real property in another state, they may be subject to the other state’s probate or estates code. This means that the decedent’s beneficiaries may have to probate the estate again in the secondary state’s courts if the statutes state that is a requirement. This secondary probate proceeding is called ancillary probate. This Article aims to show the negative effects that ancillary probate has on certain people and industries. Specifically, ancillary probate is a problem that negatively affects farmers and ranchers across the nation due to increased costs and time, problems with estate planning, and the effects it has on the individual needs of families. Because farming and ranching is a vital industry to the survival of the United States, reform is needed to increase uniformity across state codes. This Article demonstrates why uniformity will better serve those who farm and ranch when they own land in another state at the time of death. The original contribution to scholarship is showing how the effects of ancillary probate affect farmers and ranchers and proposing that states should adopt an estates code that mimics the Texas Estates Code. This Article urges states to not only adopt a code provision that better serves the farming and ranching industry but to adopt a provision that mimics Texas Estate Code sections. This Article shows why ancillary probate is an increasing problem for farmers and ranchers while also showing why this group is important to the country. It displays the importance of this group of people and why measures should be taken to protect their ability to be on the land and to farm. Lastly, this Article aims to encourage states to adopt a new provision by showing the negative effects that the current system has on this industry by highlighting necessities that are the product of this industry.
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I. INTRODUCTION

“Probate is about death, but also about caring for the living.”

Joe is a farmer in Iowa but also owns and operates land in Illinois that he uses for his farming operation. He and his family, including his wife and two children, have been farming a variety of crops for the past 60 years and the land has been in Joe’s family since his grandfather was young. Joe also runs a couple hundred head of cattle that get rotated

---

2. Author’s own hypothetical.
3. Id.
from land in Iowa to land in Illinois. Joe and his wife have created a simple will and have not created a trust with the land and other assets in it. Joe and his family are not only unaware that is an option for them, but they also are not aware that the land located in Illinois may be subject to extra probate proceedings upon his or his wife's death. When he passes, his wife Carrol, or any other person authorized to probate the will, may have to probate the estate in Iowa and in Illinois due to Illinois state probate laws that govern probate proceedings. They will have to go through the probate process two times to be able to continue their crop production in both states because they have to clear the title in the land that Joe left behind for them.

Secondary probate proceedings are a common problem across the United States. In fact, many states have adopted their own code provisions to govern the procedures of this area. Furthermore, a uniform code has also been promulgated to provide guidance and laws for states in this area as well as other probate-related matters. While on its face ancillary probate may not seem a consequential problem, these secondary proceedings have negative repercussions when considering their effects on certain groups in the country, particularly farmers and ranchers. Ancillary probate costs can be very high and create financial hardships for families and individuals. Forcing people to go through the probate process for a second time runs up costs for the beneficiaries of the decedents. Additionally, ancillary probate also increases the time that it takes to settle estates. Lastly, ancillary probate also creates problems when farmers and ranchers do attempt to plan their estate, whether that be through a will, trust, some combination of the two documents, or some other avenue. Complications due to estate planning
may arise from the estate itself, such as the assets included, as well as trying to encompass laws from different states into one document. Furthermore, complications arise when plans attempt to encompass different states’ laws while also seeking to maintain the decedent’s intent for their assets.

Farmers and ranchers are a group that needs protection when it comes to ancillary probate because of their importance to the United States and other countries abroad. Since 1924, the United States has advanced a national policy of supporting production agriculture, including direct farm support through statutory measures such as what is commonly referred to as the “Farm Bill.” The Farm Bill is a federal law that governs food and agricultural production. Since its initial conception, each year it has been up for review, the Farm Bill has passed due to a bipartisan effort with the goal of providing “safe and affordable food, feed, fuel and fiber for the country and the world.” The bill was initially created and passed in response to the Great Depression and Dust Bowl as a way to support agriculture during this time of hardship and economic downturn. Initially, the first Farm Bill was passed to support farmers that were struggling during the Great Depression as a way to support commodity programs, but it has since grown to support a variety of segments of the agriculture industry, including food and nutrition programs. Some regard the Farm Bill as one of the most important pieces of legislation due to the support it provides agriculture.

---

17. Infra Section III.B.2.
19. Id. at 21.
22. Id.
23. Id.
The Farm Bill has evolved over the years, but its role has remained important.\textsuperscript{25} During the height of the Great Depression in the 1930s and continuing to this day, Farm Bill legislation has “enable[d] all Americans, from producers to consumers, to enjoy stable food prices at the grocery store, even after disasters like the 2012 drought and Superstorm Sandy.”\textsuperscript{26} This long-standing history displays the importance that even the federal government places on the agriculture industry, as well as the farmers and ranchers who work in it.\textsuperscript{27}

When looking at individual farmers, “farm price and income support programs have been the core of agricultural policy in the United States” since the Farm Bill first passed in 1933 as the Agriculture Adjustment Act.\textsuperscript{28} The problems farmers and ranchers faced during the Great Depression were exacerbated due to fewer off-farm labor opportunities reducing the other sources of income that these families relied on.\textsuperscript{29} The act’s goals were to relieve farmers experiencing hardship while also giving them more purchasing power during the Great Depression.\textsuperscript{30}

Farm Bill payments help not only with overproduction but also help farmers afford the land needed to farm and ranch.\textsuperscript{31} In addition to the value attributed to the land, “[a] 2009 study found that between 15 and 30 percent of the value of farmland may be explained by farm program payments.”\textsuperscript{32} That means that these farmers and ranchers are using these payments to buy the land that they use when producing crops and livestock.\textsuperscript{33} This not only displays the importance that the Farm Bill has for farmers but also shows the importance that the federal government
has placed on agriculture, further illustrating why this group should be afforded protections.\textsuperscript{34}

Despite not supporting every part of the bill when it comes up every five years, elected officials understand the importance of the bill and the effect that it has on farmers and ranchers.\textsuperscript{35} Because of this, the bill still passes each time under a bipartisan vote.\textsuperscript{36} Farmers, and other groups who are affected by the Farm Bill, support the legislation because it provides certainty and predictability in an industry that cannot always provide that to those who participate.\textsuperscript{37} Because of the bill, “[f]amilies are able to put dinner on the table thanks to nutrition assistance programs.”\textsuperscript{38} It is important that families are able to put food on the table and that the people of the United States have access to food and other materials that are of good quality.\textsuperscript{39}

With approximately 330 million people in the United States that require food to eat, clothes to wear, and other basic necessities, agriculture plays a vital role.\textsuperscript{40} Because of the number of people that the farming and ranching industry has to feed, there is great support for large-scale production in the agriculture industry.\textsuperscript{41} Modern trends in the agriculture industry include figuring out how to get food from the farms where the food is grown to the cities where larger numbers of people live.\textsuperscript{42} Because of the growing trend of people moving to cities, some scholars believe that agriculture will have to be produced by fewer people and further away from those who will consume it.\textsuperscript{43}

American agriculture is also positioned as an exporter due to the excess farmers and ranchers are able to produce.\textsuperscript{44} This also sets up other countries for success because “agricultural trade benefits the global poor and further liberalization could lift millions out of poverty while improving food security.”\textsuperscript{45} Therefore, while protecting

\textsuperscript{34} See supra notes 31–33 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{35} Eversden & Livingston, supra note 24.
\textsuperscript{36} Id.
\textsuperscript{37} What is the (Food and) Farm Bill and Why Does It Matter?, supra note 21.
\textsuperscript{38} Id.
\textsuperscript{40} Ted Nordhaus & Dan Blaustein-Rejto, Big Agriculture Is Best, FOREIGN POLICY (Apr. 18, 2021, 6:00 am), https://foreignpolicy.com/2021/04/18/big-agriculture-is-best/ [https://perma.cc/7VRG-SKQV].
\textsuperscript{41} Id.
\textsuperscript{42} Id.
\textsuperscript{43} Id.
\textsuperscript{44} See id.
\textsuperscript{45} Id.
agriculture would benefit American citizens, it would also benefit those in other countries by providing them with food, clothing, and other basic necessities.\(^{46}\)

Agriculture plays an important role in increasing food security and reducing poverty.\(^{47}\) In 2021, 89.8% of households were food secure, meaning they had access to enough food for all household members to live an active and healthy lifestyle.\(^{48}\) This is important because “[g]rowth in the agriculture sector has been found, on average, to be at least twice as effective in reducing poverty as growth in other sectors.”\(^{49}\) Furthermore, “[a]ccess to quality, nutritious food is fundamental to human existence.”\(^{50}\) By focusing on this industry and providing protections when applicable, not only would farmers and ranchers be protected from ancillary probate, but citizens of the United States would also benefit through food security and access to quality food and other products.\(^{51}\)

Farmers and ranchers should be afforded protections where they can be offered because they are the individuals who provide food for the table, fibers for clothing, and materials for shelter, and they face many financial obstacles already.\(^{52}\) Currently, farmers and ranchers are experiencing higher input prices.\(^{53}\) Higher input prices mean the prices of the goods that they produce are higher.\(^{54}\) This leads to higher costs for consumers when they purchase the good at stores or other locations.\(^{55}\) Current price increases are expected in food groups such as dairy, meat, cereal, and bread products.\(^{56}\) While these costs are not directly related to the ancillary probate costs, farmers only receive “about 18 cents of every dollar consumers spend at the grocery store” and only about “3 cents for every dollar spent on food eaten away from home.”\(^{57}\) More

---

\(^{46}\) See id.


\(^{49}\) Importance of Global Food Security, supra note 47.

\(^{50}\) Id.


\(^{52}\) See Nordhaus & Blaustein-Rejto, supra note 40.

\(^{53}\) Fatka, supra note 51.

\(^{54}\) Id.

\(^{55}\) Id.

\(^{56}\) Id.

\(^{57}\) Id.
should be done to protect farmers’ and ranchers’ monetary interests because they make less than half of the final price in profit on the food that they provide American citizens.\textsuperscript{58}

Furthermore, farmers who sell goods that are classified as commodities do not get to choose the prices at which they sell their products.\textsuperscript{59} Products classified as commodities include eggs, wheat, and corn.\textsuperscript{60} This system means that farmers cannot control the price at which they sell their goods in order to attempt to make more of a profit on their operations for their families.\textsuperscript{61} Because of the importance of farmers and ranchers to American citizens and the characteristics of their industry, farmers and ranchers should have their financial interests protected more because of the economic problems that already face the industry.\textsuperscript{62}

Farmers and ranchers face many problems that may cause the operation to experience financial hardship; therefore, it is not uncommon for farming and ranching operations to face financial distress.\textsuperscript{63} When considering whether a farm is in danger of financial problems, “[a] farm is considered to be in the ‘critical zone,’ indicating potential financial problems, if operating profits comprise less than 10 percent of the farm’s gross cash farm income (GCFI) from the sale of commodities and other farm-related goods and services, together with Government payments.”\textsuperscript{64} In 2013, 69\% of farms were considered part of the OPM critical zone.\textsuperscript{65} That means that more than half of the farms used to provide food to American citizens had potential financial problems.\textsuperscript{66} Additionally, in the United States, “[w]hen crop margins are high, livestock margins are usually low and vice versa.”\textsuperscript{67} This inverse relationship means that at any given time, either sector of the industry could be facing issues with making a profit on their crops or livestock.\textsuperscript{68} With more than half of the farms being in the critical zone and the inverse relationship of farming and ranching, there will usually be a group of people in the

\begin{footnotes}
\item 58. See id.
\item 59. Id.
\item 60. Id.
\item 61. See id.
\item 62. Id.
\item 64. Hoppe, supra note 63.
\item 65. Id.
\item 66. Id.
\item 68. Id.
\end{footnotes}
industry that are struggling financially. Because many farms and ranches may be struggling financially, farmers and ranchers deserve protection when it comes to where they may have to spend their money.

Ancillary probate affects farmers and ranchers across the country because of the complexity that comes with probating a farming or ranching estate, as well as certain characteristics that are unique to the industry. Because farming and ranching are vitally important for human survival and because these individuals and families are negatively affected by ancillary probate, this Article aims to reform ancillary probate by displaying why other states' administration processes should seek to mimic the Texas Estates Code in this area to better serve farmers and ranchers. This Article looks to break new ground and takes a new approach to ancillary probate by posing a new solution to negative effects on farmers and ranchers across the country. Part II will discuss the current types of statutes that are in place in some states, as well as the different problems they create for farmers and ranchers. Part III will discuss the reasons why this change is needed by comparing other states' code sections to the Texas Estates Code and showing how this further affects farmers and ranchers and the effects this may have on Americans.

II. STATES LACK A UNIFORM PROCESS OR PROCEDURE TOWARDS ANCILLARY ADMINISTRATION PROCEDURES

Ancillary administration, or ancillary probate, is “the judicial process by which a non-resident decedent’s property located in this state is administered in parallel with original probate at the decedent’s domicile.” When a decedent dies in their home state, their will, if they have one, will go through the probate process according to the laws of the state in which they died. If the decedent has certain types of property, such as real property, remaining in a different state, that property may

69. Id.; Hoppe, supra note 63.
70. See Hoppe, supra note 63; see also Hart & Schulz, supra note 67.
71. Author’s original thought
72. Author’s original thought
73. See infra Part III.
74. See infra Part II.
75. Infra Part III.
need to go through that secondary state’s probate process in order for clean title to pass to the beneficiary. The second process is subject to the secondary state’s laws. While the most common form of property to go through ancillary probate is real estate, “ancillary probate may also be necessary for property such as a car or boat registered and titled out of state, livestock, or oil, gas, or mineral rights attached to an out-of-state property.” Some states, such as Texas, only require the executor to show that the original will was valid when the person was domiciled in another state. On the other hand, other states may require much more complicated proceedings, such as requiring the will to go through the probate process for a second time.

Real estate is one of the most important and valuable assets when it comes to farmers and ranchers. A farm’s real estate value is more than 82% of the value of the farm sector assets. As a consequence, land value is an important indicator of the industry’s health. Increasing land value drives land sales and rental prices up, which means that it can be harder to acquire land either through rental or through purchases because of the price increase. Currently, in some areas around the country, the appreciation of the land is falling due to falling commodity prices and a decrease in farm income. This decline in commodity prices and farm income affects farmers and ranchers differently because it depends on the amount of land they rent versus own. The effects on farmers and ranchers are also different because “cropland appreciates faster than farmland.” This is the value of the land, though, and not the cash they have on hand to be able to pay for things. Furthermore, this asset has special implications when it comes to ancillary probate. Because real estate owned in another state may prompt the need for additional proceedings, land in farming and ranching raises additional

78. Id.
79. See Anastasio & Wilhelm, supra note 76, at 174.
83. Burns, supra note 31, at 1.
84. Id.
85. Id.
86. Id.
87. Id.
88. Id.
89. Id.
90. See id.
91. See id.
problems and considerations on top of their liquidity issues. These issues will be addressed later in this Article.

While looking at the cash and more liquid assets that farmers have, “[n]et cash farm income has dropped 36 percent since its peak in 2012.” Furthermore, “[f]arm real estate values have not similarly fallen, but they flattened out in 2015–16 at the national level and have begun to fall in some regions, particularly the Corn Belt and Northern Plains.” Therefore, farmers and ranchers do not have much cash on hand to pay for things. Their value is tied up in land and can only be accessed by selling the land should they want a more liquid asset.

A. Ancillary Probate Reform is Needed to Better Serve Farmers and Ranchers

Ancillary administration procedures across the United States lack uniformity. State code sections vary from simple, to complex, to nonexistent in this area of estate and probate law. Because of these code differences, probate choices made in the home state may also be affected as parties try to plan for the differences. On top of trying to plan for the differences, the proceedings themselves can create problems for farmers and ranchers. Ancillary probate proceedings can negatively affect farmers and ranchers through longer waiting periods, higher court costs or attorney fees, or added time to have clear title and full access to the land they were bequeathed.

This requirement of ancillary probate is due to the United States adopting the “situs approach” when it comes to real property jurisdiction. The situs approach to probating a will is one reason that ancillary probate is a problem because it grants probate power to the state

92. See id.
93. See id.
94. Id.
95. Id.
96. See id.
97. See id.
98. Couts, supra note 11.
99. Id.
100. Id.
101. See id.
102. Id.
where the land is located. The situs approach applies when there is real property being probated in another jurisdiction other than the one in which the decedent died. This approach means that another jurisdiction has the power to enforce its own laws to either require probate of that property in the secondary jurisdiction or not, depending on the estate and probate laws the state has adopted. Real property utilizes this approach, but personal property operates differently as it is probated and distributed under the state laws where the decedent lived at the time of the death. This means that a decedent's real and personal property may be subject to two different sets of laws, thus creating complexities for the property owner and their beneficiaries upon their death. This can lead to estate planning complications, as well as complications when two different state laws are integrated into the will. There can also be complications if the individual dies intestate without a will.

The repercussion of the situs approach as applied to ancillary probate of real property is that title for real property in another state may not be conveyed properly unless additional probate proceedings are held within the other state. These proceedings are held in addition to the original probate proceedings that took place in the state where the decedent died. This additional proceeding in the second state is known as an ancillary probate proceeding. Ancillary probate is conducted adjacent to or after the probate proceedings in the state where the death occurred and is used to distribute the property in a state other than the one the decedent is domiciled in at the time of death.

This situs approach is not universally applied throughout the world. For example, some countries around the world have done away with the situs approach, but the United States "strongly advocated for retention of situs laws based on economic, political, social, and

104. See id.
105. Id.
106. Id.
107. Id.
108. See id.
109. See id.
110. See id.
111. Id.
112. Id.
113. Id.
115. Harmon, supra note 103, at 384.
conflict resolution considerations.” Because of this, the situs approach is still used in the United States today. While the United States as a whole utilizes the situs approach, there are further complications in the United States because individual states do not have laws that are uniform to govern estates and probate proceedings. Each state has been able to determine its own estate or probate laws, thus, leading to laws that can be different across the board.

These issues involving ancillary probate, as derived from the situs approach, arise under various circumstances and vary in levels of complexity. While some statutes have very simple requirements, others require additional waiting periods or other types of limitations that stem from the probate process. One of these limitations is whether there must be additional probate proceedings initiated for the will in general, which has the effect of forcing the will to go through the probate process for a second time, depending on where the land is owned. Furthermore, some statutes are not clear about the extent that the statutes can even be applied. The results reached by courts have also varied when applying these statutes. These variances create issues when it comes to the ability to plan an estate, and when it comes to the ability to ensure that the title of the property has passed is clear.

**B. Ancillary Probate Law in States That Need Reform**

States have specific statutes that cover the individual state’s requirements for ancillary administrative proceedings. While the Uniform Probate Code (UPC) has been promulgated in some states, other states have opted not to adopt the UPC. Other states have chosen to model their statutes after it with some changes. While the goal of the

116. Id. at 385.
117. Id.
118. Infra Part II.
119. Infra Part II.
121. See id.
122. See id. at 628–29; see also Lemer, supra note 8, at 312.
123. Atkinson, supra note 120, at 620.
124. Id. at 620–21.
125. See id. at 619.
128. See id.
Uniform Probate Code was to promulgate uniformity among probate proceedings, it has been largely rejected, with less than half of the states opting to adopt the code provisions, particularly the proposed ancillary probate proceedings. Some states, such as Texas, allow for the original probate proceeding to be adopted, which is a relatively simple proceeding, while other states, such as California, Illinois, and Florida, require additional proceedings that are more formal. Some states also have no provisions that cover this area. Differences in state codes create a lack of uniformity and make it more complicated for farmers and ranchers to achieve a smooth, cost-free probate process for real estate owned in another state.

1. Uniform Probate Code States

Some states have opted to adopt the Uniform Probate Code, either in its entirety or with minimal changes. The UPC was approved in 1969. The goal of the UPC was to achieve statutory reform with states either adopting the UPC as a whole or modeling their own statutes after it. Put another way, the goal of the UPC was to “simplify and clarify inheritance laws and related matters, to give effect to the intent of the decedent, and to provide versatility and efficiency in distributing the decedent’s estate.” The UPC was intended to provide uniformity to make estate planning and probate of estates run much smoother. The writers sought to persuade some states to adopt the UPC by creating a code that would appeal to a variety of states.

The UPC did not receive the adulation that the writers sought when they created it. The Uniform Probate Code has been adopted piecemeal in the United States by several states, and fewer than 20 states have adopted the code provisions in whole. The states that have adopted the Uniform Probate Code, either in part or in whole, are Idaho, 

129. See id. at 599, 601.
130. See Couts, supra note 11; see also Lerner, supra note 8, at 309–10.
131. Couts, supra note 11.
132. See id.
133. See Andersen, supra note 127, at 608–09.
135. See Andersen, supra note 127, at 601.
137. See id. at 426.
138. Andersen, supra note 127, at 601.
139. Id. at 600–01.
140. Id.
Alaska, Arizona, Colorado, Minnesota (on two separate occasions), Montana, Nebraska, South Dakota, New Mexico, Utah, Michigan, Maine, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Hawaii, North Dakota, New Jersey, and Massachusetts.\textsuperscript{141} When looking at geographical areas that have adopted the code provisions, six out of the seven Rocky Mountain states have adopted the UPC.\textsuperscript{142} These states include Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, and Utah.\textsuperscript{143} Other than this apparent trend, there is no other trend or easy explanation for whether a state has adopted the UPC.\textsuperscript{144}

The UPC failed to achieve the uniformity the writers sought but instead has merely been used more as a guide for states and courts, thus, failing to bring uniformity to ancillary probate.\textsuperscript{145} While it has not been adopted in full by all the states, some states have used it as a model for their own estates code.\textsuperscript{146} Furthermore, courts have also used the UPC to help them determine how to navigate common law and statutory construction problems.\textsuperscript{147} It has been used more as a guide for solving specific issues than as an overall reform for the probate system across the country.\textsuperscript{148}

The UPC is broken down into articles that cover different topics of the probate system.\textsuperscript{149} Article III of the UPC covers provisions that affect non-residents.\textsuperscript{150} Article IV covers ancillary probate and the process of adopting a personal representative.\textsuperscript{151} This section has been adopted by Arkansas, Delaware, Indiana, Massachusetts, Missouri, New Jersey, and Oregon.\textsuperscript{152} There is the idea that this set up provides a “sensible solution to traditional problems” while giving a framework that allows for other statutes to fill in the gaps that the UPC may leave out.\textsuperscript{153} Following this set up a means that states must still pass their own code provisions in order to supplement the UPC.\textsuperscript{154} Adherents to this idea suggest that the

\textsuperscript{142} Andersen, supra note 127, at 601.
\textsuperscript{143} Id.
\textsuperscript{144} Id.
\textsuperscript{145} See id.
\textsuperscript{146} Id. at 600.
\textsuperscript{147} Id.
\textsuperscript{148} See id. at 601.
\textsuperscript{150} Id. at art. III.
\textsuperscript{151} Id. at art. IV.
\textsuperscript{152} Anderson, supra note 127, at 606–07.
\textsuperscript{153} Id. at 608.
\textsuperscript{154} See id.
UPC does not provide all the provisions that a state needs to adequately serve citizens of that state.\(^\text{155}\)

Courts have shown a willingness to reference and utilize the UPC in two distinct ways.\(^\text{156}\) First, the UPC has been used in a secondary authority capacity.\(^\text{157}\) This is similar to the way that restatements are used.\(^\text{158}\) Second, courts have used the UPC to interpret legislative history when a jurisdiction has considered specific UPC provisions.\(^\text{159}\) Therefore, if the state has not considered the UPC provisions before, courts will be less likely to consider the provisions when they interpret legislative history.\(^\text{160}\) They will more likely look to their own meaning, thus straying further away from uniformity.\(^\text{161}\)

The aim of the adoption of the UPC was to make the probate system fit the needs of individuals uniformly.\(^\text{162}\) Articles III and IV, the sections that affect non-residents, “are designed to coerce respect for domiciliary procedures and administrative acts to the extent possible.”\(^\text{163}\) The goal of the UPC is to allow for “as little or as much by way of procedural adjudicative safeguards as may be suitable under varying circumstances.”\(^\text{164}\) While this was the goal, by only promulgating piecemeal actions that must be filled in by the states, the UPC failed to provide the uniformity that is needed.\(^\text{165}\)

2. States That Require Additional Probate Proceedings

Some states have not adopted the UPC, nor have they modeled their codes after the UPC.\(^\text{166}\) California, Illinois, and Florida are some of the states that require there to be additional formal probate proceedings during ancillary administration.\(^\text{167}\) These states do not accept proceedings from another state and instead require the administration process to be done over again in their probate courts.\(^\text{168}\)
In California, title to the property does not transfer unless the property is probated through California court administration.\textsuperscript{169} In the California Probate Code, someone who dies outside the state with property in California is subject to “the same proceedings had as in the case of a petition for probate of a will or appointment of a personal representative of a person who dies domiciled in this state.”\textsuperscript{170} As described later, this may be a long and costly process for someone to go through.\textsuperscript{171} Despite the fact that California still recognizes the will as a valid instrument, the statutory requirements demand that the foreign will go through virtually the same process as a will that belonged to someone who was domiciled in the state at the time of their death.\textsuperscript{172} The steps involved with the probate process that are required for residents at the time of death include various filings, notices, and a petition for letters of administration to be issued.\textsuperscript{173} Furthermore, these steps do not include the procedural steps that the executor or personal representative must perform or the accounting that must be performed.\textsuperscript{174} These steps create additional costs and procedural steps for those who have already probated their estate and must do so again because they own land in California.\textsuperscript{175}

The California statutes also require additional steps for those who are conducting ancillary probate proceedings within the state.\textsuperscript{176} These additional requirements include “all other provisions of this code concerning the administration of the decedent’s estate, including, but not limited to, opening estate administration, inventory and appraisal, creditor claims, estate management, independent administration, compensation, accounts, payment of debts, distribution, and closing estate administration.”\textsuperscript{177} On top of these court costs, California also requires foreign wills to establish a new personal representative from the state.\textsuperscript{178} These additional requirements increase costs and time limits for those who must conduct an extra proceeding simply because they owned land in another state.\textsuperscript{179}

\textsuperscript{169} Id. at 310.
\textsuperscript{170} CAL. PROB. CODE § 12512 (West, Westlaw through 2023).
\textsuperscript{171} Lerner, supra note 8, at 310.
\textsuperscript{172} Id.
\textsuperscript{173} Id.
\textsuperscript{174} Id.
\textsuperscript{175} See id.
\textsuperscript{176} Id.
\textsuperscript{177} CAL. PROB. CODE § 12530 (West, Westlaw through 2023).
\textsuperscript{178} Id. § 12510.
\textsuperscript{179} Lerner, supra note 8, at 308.
Similar to California, Illinois also requires the admission of a foreign will to the Illinois probate system. In order to probate a will for an out-of-state decedent in Illinois, “the procedure for the admission to probate of a domestic will govern the procedure for the admission to probate of a foreign will sought to be admitted to probate as provided by this Article.” Illinois has many of the same complications that California has due to the requirement of Illinois probate for foreign wills, however, they do have some avenues to bypass some of the mandatory court supervision. One of these instances is when the will grants the power of sale to the executor. When this occurs, “the executor can convey title without the subsequent issuance of letters testamentary.” The sale will also be authorized absent Illinois letters testamentary when the probate court from the other state has issued letters testamentary and the sale has been authorized. In a third circumstance, an estate may post a bond in the place of probate to indemnify transferees against potential claims. While these provide a way around court supervision, these avenues may not be suitable for all kinds of estates. Furthermore, estate administrators may not know that they have these options, especially if they do not know that they need to conduct ancillary probate proceedings. Thus, these exceptions do not adequately provide relief for farmers and ranchers because they may not be applicable, or they may not know about these exceptions.

Lastly, Florida has many of the same statutes that impose additional requirements. In Florida, the estates code applies the same to residents and nonresidents alike. Put more succinctly, “[a]ncillary administration shall be commenced as provided by the Florida Probate Rules.”

While Florida has these statutes in place requiring additional proceedings, they also provide exceptions similar to Illinois. Florida
statutes provide two exceptions for parties to bypass the probate system for a secondary proceeding. First, the code allows for a family administration procedure which eliminates steps in the process, but it does not relieve the family of the entire process. However, a family administration procedure is only allowed for estates that do not exceed $60,000, excluding income, and the beneficiaries must only be the spouse or lineal descendants of the decedent. Property values in the state of Florida can exceed this threshold for families easily and therefore bar the use of this exception.

The second exception is that recording the will in the correct real property records three years after the death will pass title without a probate proceeding; this means the title will not pass until after the decedent has been dead for three years. This exception takes time, that the family may not have, to conduct. While these exceptions do exist, and provide more flexibility than the prior states, they are still narrow in their application and may not be useful for farmers or ranchers in this state.

Despite some exceptions created to make probate easier, states like California, Illinois, and Florida have created a lack of uniformity and, furthermore, have probate codes that create hardships on individuals such as farmers and ranchers. In these states, even though the specific language of the statute may state that parties have to perform probate again, they may have other provisions in their estate and probate codes that affect estates differently from another state. These hardships can be even harder on farming and ranching families because they may not have access to some of the exceptions and may pose more financial complications that others do not have.
C. Texas Ancillary Administration Procedures

Texas has not adopted the UPC and instead has opted to adopt its own provisions.\textsuperscript{204} While the states mentioned in the previous section have also opted not to adopt the UPC, Texas’s code provisions do not harm farmers and ranchers, because they do not require foreign wills to go through ancillary probate proceedings.\textsuperscript{205} In 1977, the Texas Probate Code was deemed to be better than the UPC because “[w]hile the Uniform Probate Code offer[ed] two methods of administration—supervised and unsupervised . . . the Texas Probate Code, in combination with common law, offered . . . [at least] seventeen possib[le] [methods of administration], depending on the individual needs of the estate.”\textsuperscript{206} The flexibility that the drafters saw in the Texas Probate Code was what the drafters of the estates code in Texas sought and wanted to maintain, as it applied to Texans and those who would be subjected to the code provisions.\textsuperscript{207}

As it stands today, Texas has very few provisions overseeing the ancillary probate proceedings within the state.\textsuperscript{208} The Estates Code in Texas has only two provisions within the section governing whether a decedent’s will may be deemed valid when the decedent was domiciled in another state at the time of their death.\textsuperscript{209} These provisions are that (1) “the will would affect any property in this state” and (2) “proof is presented that the will stands probated or otherwise established in any state of the United States or a foreign nation.”\textsuperscript{210} Compared to other states, especially the states mentioned above, the process is much simpler and does not require the estate to go through another set of court proceedings.\textsuperscript{211} This reduces the costs that estates, including those of farmers and ranchers, must spend to conduct and conclude the probate process.\textsuperscript{212} Because of these minimal proceedings, the Texas Estates Code better serves farmers and ranchers who must conduct ancillary probate for land that they own in Texas despite passing away in another state.\textsuperscript{213}
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III. STATES SHOULD ADOPT THE TEXAS PROCESS AND PROCEDURES FOR ANCILLARY PROBATE PROCEEDINGS TO PROVIDE MORE UNIFORMITY

There is a lack of uniformity in states’ codes for ancillary probate that needs to be reformed. These states should adopt code provisions that mimic Texas’s because their current method negatively affects farmers’ and ranchers’ ability to plan and administer their estates upon their passing.214 This group of people makes up an important industry that provides not only Americans but people all over the world with food, clothing, and other necessities.215 Therefore, estate codes need to be updated to better serve and protect farmers and ranchers, given the importance these codes play in their lives.216

The farmer and rancher population is growing.217 This growing population means there are more and more individuals who may be affected by these adverse code provisions.218 The number of producers across the country increased by 6.9% from 2012–2017.219 While they may not all own land in more than one state, the possibility of them owning land in different states is present and increased.220 Additionally, farmers’ and ranchers’ average age continues to trend upward.221 The average age of a farmer in 2017 was 57.5, which was a 1.2 year increase from 2012.222 Furthermore, farmers that are 65 and older are almost equal to those who are 55 and under.223 This average age is expected to continue to rise.224 As these farmers increase in age, there will inevitably be more
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transfers of land as they pass on.225 These findings of an average increase in age and an increase in total producers together show that there are older and more farmers in the industry who may own land that would be subject to ancillary probate proceedings.226 Because of this trend of aging farmers and ranchers, more should be done to better serve them as they plan their estates and as estates start to be administered due to death.227 Because of the importance that their industry plays for Americans through the production of food and necessary goods, these assets and proceedings need to pass as smoothly as possible so that they can remain in the hands of those who will produce goods.228

Better estate and probate codes in the realm of estate planning should be adopted for farmers and ranchers because the goods that they provide for people, coupled with the complexity of their estates, makes them a unique group who are affected differently than people who maybe only own a vacation home in another state.229 Farm and ranch estates can be much more complex than an average person's because these people may own land, livestock, equipment, or even a business entity that owns the farm or ranch.230 The farming and ranching estate can be further complicated if they want to keep the land undivided in the family, available for farming and ranching operations, or any combination of these desires.231 Many farmers want to keep the land within the family, whether that be for production, as mentioned above, or for sentimental reasons.232 The average size of a farm in the United States is 445 acres which can make keeping the land undivided and in the family a difficult task due to the sheer quantity of land at issue.233 Furthermore, there may be other costs that need to be paid, such as estate taxes, probate filing fees, and ancillary probate if applicable, further frustrating the process of keeping the land in the desired condition.234 Following that, the more complex the estate is, the more complex the will and trust combination may have to be to aid these families.235 Farmers and
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ranchers are prime targets for being affected by ancillary probate as they are increasing in number, aging, and may own land in other states when they have specific desires for that land.  

This land transfer trend is a generational wealth transfer that started during the generations of World War II and the Korean War. These families that own the land have owned it for a long time, and the family legacy can be very important to them; therefore, they seek to keep the land in the family when they pass on. This further leads to large tracts of land that are owned by these families. Land transfers and farmland are an important consideration when considering ancillary probate because “land accounted for 81 percent of total asset value on U.S. farms in 2014.” Despite options for the estate plan, land is one of the largest assets and can also carry a sentimental value.

While reform has been slow, and the uniform solution proposed has generally been rejected, the Texas Estate Code provisions for ancillary probate should serve as a model for states to follow and apply to their own estates and probate codes when considering ancillary probate. By adopting the probate proceedings from the state where the decedent died, coupled with the other statutes Texas has adopted, the Texas Estates Code provides a simple and more cost-efficient way for farmers and ranchers to probate their estate by not mandating a secondary proceeding.

Texas has a booming agriculture industry that provides food and other materials for American citizens. In January 2022, there was approximately 13 million head of cattle, 800,000 goats, 700,000 sheep, 1.09 million hogs, and 706.6 million chickens in Texas alone. Texas is the nation’s leader in the number of farms and ranches, with 248,416 farms and ranches that cover 127 million acres of land in the state.
This is just one state; there are many others that have a role in the agricultural industry.\textsuperscript{247} Reform in other states is needed when it comes to ancillary probate because of the effects that it has on this industry, as well as other states that also play a vital role in the national agriculture industry.\textsuperscript{248} While Texas may be one of the largest crop and livestock-producing states, many states have flourishing agricultural industries that must be protected.\textsuperscript{249} Because of the importance of the industry, reform is needed to better serve the families and individuals that farm and ranch across the country.\textsuperscript{250}

There is a need for probate reform because it is not uncommon for farmers and ranchers to have land that is in another state.\textsuperscript{251} This is especially true for areas like the Texas Panhandle, which borders Oklahoma.\textsuperscript{252} Because states have varying methods for ancillary probate, it can be difficult for heirs to probate an estate of the decedent as they may need to apply to another state’s probate court on top of the state where the decedent was domiciled in when the decedent passed away.\textsuperscript{253} This process can statutorily require another attorney to be hired from that state which can drive the costs of the probate up even further.\textsuperscript{254} Attorney costs may further be increased as attorneys must learn and apply the laws of the secondary state.\textsuperscript{255} These ancillary probate proceedings raise costs for families that must undergo these proceedings through additional court fees.\textsuperscript{256}

Many farms and ranches are owned and operated by families and other individuals.\textsuperscript{257} Just more than 60\% of U.S. farmland is owner operated, with 45\% of that being in small family farms that own the
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entirety of that land. Only 4% of all farmland is nonfamily-owned. From 2015–2019, 10% of the land was expected to be transferred. Of that land, 62% is expected to be transferred through gifts, trusts, or wills. The survey also expects that sales between family members will make up 14% of transfers. In contrast, less than 1% of farmland transactions will be sold in the open market. There are projections that 40% of 991 million acres across 48 states with change hands from 2015–2035. This land transfer trend, especially those through wills, will be affected in some way by ancillary probate.

The issue with ancillary probate is the requirement of court approval for wills that are probated outside of the state when they are trying to pass title to real property that is located in the state. These statutes can affect farmers and ranchers during situations when there are cattle or other livestock outside the home state for temporary grazing purposes, or that graze on land that is situated in another state, along with cropland that is located in other states. The same principles may also apply to bank accounts and farm equipment. If only personal property exists in the other state, the issue does not arise, but the effect this process has on real property gives rise to issues as it requires the will to go back through the probate process again, thus increasing the time and costs it takes for the process to be completed.

A. The Advantages of Modeling After Texas

Because Texas does not require additional probate proceedings to take place, the costs of probating an estate properly are reduced, and farmers and ranchers can create a better estate plan for their property. Uniformity would promote faster and cheaper proceedings, and create an easier process for individuals to plan their estate to represent
their full intent due to similar laws and procedures across the country.\textsuperscript{271} Furthermore, the UPC was never intended to cover the whole process; it was merely put in place to fill in the gaps.\textsuperscript{272} By adopting a code provision that mimics Texas’s, states will have a much more comprehensive code to serve farmers and ranchers.\textsuperscript{273} A comprehensive code that is similar across the country will provide faster and cheaper probate proceedings and better planning mechanisms for farmers and ranchers.\textsuperscript{274}

1. Ancillary Probate Would Be Faster and Cheaper Due to Uniformity If States Adopted The Texas Approach

A major consideration for the probate process is the expenses that result from conducting probate proceedings.\textsuperscript{275} Court fees can range from several hundred dollars to several thousand dollars.\textsuperscript{276} Families may also have to pay for executor fees, attorney fees, accounting fees, and many more fees that are associated with the process.\textsuperscript{277} While this may be manageable for one proceeding, a required ancillary proceeding means that the decedent’s family would have to pay for at least two sets of court fees and probate costs as they must pay for the original proceedings in addition to the costs from the ancillary proceedings.\textsuperscript{278}

Under Section 501.001 of the Texas Estates Code, a will is admitted for ancillary probate in Texas if it affects property in the state and with proof the will was probated or established in another United States jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{279} In Texas, once the foreign will is filed and recorded under Chapter 501 of the Texas Estates Code, the will is considered admitted to probate as a foreign will.\textsuperscript{280} This is a relatively simple and easy way to conduct ancillary probate compared to other states.\textsuperscript{281} Because of the ease of the process that Texas requires, the costs are reduced to the few
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required court fees and not much more. Anyone who is trying to pass title to property owned by the decedent in Texas will not have to pay the additional costs and fees to probate an estate in its entirety. While they may have filing fees, these fees will not be near the amount it would cost to probate the entire estate again.

Ancillary probate also increases other costs when the proceedings are required. When additional proceedings are required, attorney costs may be raised because the attorney may have to research not only the state laws on ancillary probate but also local probate court procedures and case law for the applicable procedures and laws of that jurisdiction. Because some states may require that you hire another attorney that is located within the state, ancillary probate, under some measures, creates larger attorney fees for the estate to pay at the end of the process under this circumstance. After the research costs are instituted, costs are also imposed during the proceedings that occur after the will has been admitted and the probate proceeding has commenced. Because Texas has a flexible approach that allows for avoidance of probate, even for foreign wills, this allows estates to avoid higher costs as they are only required to pay the minimum amount of costs to settle the estate.

Furthermore, because the administrator of the foreign state is usually from the state where the decedent died, the administrator also has an incentive to probate the decedent’s estate in a way that is financially beneficial to that foreign state, thus creating policy problems between the states and the goals of probate. At least a third of states hold that the ancillary administrator cannot be from out of state. Texas further allows for the executor named in the foreign will to receive the ancillary letters testamentary if three requirements are met:

1. the executor has qualified to serve as executor in the jurisdiction in which the will was previously admitted to probate or otherwise established; and
2. if the will is admitted to ancillary

---
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probate in this state after the fourth anniversary of the testator’s death, the executor continues to serve in that capacity in the jurisdiction in which the will was previously admitted to probate or otherwise established.292

These three requirements show the ease at which a foreign will can be probated due to the relaxed requirements for administrators for foreign estates.293 In states that have heightened requirements, institutional executors who either must find someone in the ancillary state or take the time to figure it out face further issues.294

These heightened costs have negative implications for farmers and ranchers.295 Working capital as a measure of liquidity for farmers and ranchers is expected to fall 2.6% relative to 2021.296 This means that liquidity is expected to fall for farmers and ranchers, meaning there will be less cash on hand for them to be able to pay for these costs.297 Land makes up roughly 81% of farming and ranching assets.298 This means that the so-called “wealth” of these individuals and families is tied up in real property and not liquid cash.299 Because of the prevalence of real property assets, the lack of cash can pose a difficulty in being able to pay these court costs and other fees that may occur through these extraneous proceedings.300

Court probate proceedings are also time-consuming.301 While they may not present complications in the overall length of time in which the title for the property is cleared, this time length for states that require there to be court proceedings can lead to the higher costs that were mentioned before.302 Because of these higher costs and lengthened court processes, states must adopt Texas’s approach to ancillary probate.303
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2. Reform Would Create Codes That Would be More Suitable to the Individual Needs of Each Estate Being Probated

As mentioned above, in 1977, the Texas Probate Code, now titled the Texas Estates Code, was deemed to be better than the UPC by legislatures analyzing Texas code provisions.304 This was in part due to the seventeen methods of administration that the Texas Probate Code provided for the specific needs of individual estates that are being administered.305 This approach allows individuals and families to utilize methods of probate and will distribution that best suit the needs of the estate they are probating.306 The Texas Estates Code offers “flexibility and simplicity” as well as a “scheme for dealing with real property of a nonresident decedent makes it possible to fit the scope of court action to the needs of the particular estate.”307 During this analysis, legislatures also thought the probate process was something that should be done if absolutely necessary.308 This determination was made for the entire code, meaning the ancillary probate proceedings were also deemed to be better than the UPC when this decision was made in 1977.309 Because Texas views the administration process as something that should only be undergone if necessary, the Estates Code has provided areas to circumnavigate the probate process.310 This comes from valuing the families and individuals that must undergo this process.311

When comparing the UPC to the Texas Code, there are some differences that make the Texas Estates Code better equipped to serve farmers and ranchers when they own land in another state.312 One of the reasons that the UPC has not been widely adopted, and does not serve as a good alternative for farmers and ranchers, is that it changes traditional practices in its goal to provide probate uniformity and reform.313 By adopting their own code provisions that mimic the Texas Estates Code, states can keep their valued traditional practices by only making changes that would better serve farmers and ranchers.314 Some states that adopted the UPC had already changed the provisions outlined in the
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Code that specifically cover ancillary probate when they applied them to their own estates or probate code section in order to better fit the needs of their state citizens. Yet, still, some states, such as California, Illinois, and Florida, have refused to adopt the UPC at all with regard to ancillary probate, nor have they taken measures to simplify the process.

Texas provides other benefits for those probating a will within the state. While not directly related to ancillary probate, one of the benefits of the way that Texas conducts probate that is that Texas allows a muniment of title to count for a probate proceeding. Farming and ranching families can choose to use the will as a muniment of title or probate the will if the estate is large or complex. Because Texas allows administrators to use a muniment of title, this process may prove harder to probate in another state because there are no executors, administrators, or letters of testamentary or administration, thus, making it harder to show that title has passed properly to the beneficiaries. Due to these issues, a muniment of title may not be valid in another state, despite it being a valid and best option for a family in Texas. While Texas allows the muniment of title, other states should consider adopting less stringent ancillary probate codes so that other states may also accept other types of administration as a valid form of probate, and grant users of this method access to an easier system.

Comparing Texas law to Florida law, one of the two exceptions listed in the Florida code provisions is for a family administration. Even if the family that owned the farm or ranch met the “family” requirements of the statute, they could still have difficulty in meeting the $60,000 maximum threshold required by law. In 2021, the average cost of land per acre was $6,100. That means that any ranch that is ten acres or more
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would not meet the family exception requirement to bypass the required ancillary probate administration.\textsuperscript{327} This calculation just considers the land value, not any houses or barns on the property.\textsuperscript{328} Furthermore, the size of the property is likely to be over the ten acres mentioned above because the average farm size in 2020 was 204 acres; 204 acres is considerably greater than the ten acres used in the calculation above.\textsuperscript{329} In 2020, more than 5,000 farms and ranches sold for more than $100,000.\textsuperscript{330} While this may not be every farmer and rancher in Florida, it still affects a significant number of farmers and ranchers in the state.\textsuperscript{331} While this may seem inconsequential, Florida is home to 47,400 farms and ranches across 9.7 million acres of land.\textsuperscript{332} This can have a consequential effect on goods that are used and needed across the country.\textsuperscript{333}

Farmers and ranchers in these states also participate in vital agricultural production practices that affect the rest of the country.\textsuperscript{334} For example, more than half (51\%) of the U.S. orange production comes from Florida, and 42\% of the overall United States citrus production comes from this state.\textsuperscript{335} The remaining 54\% of the citrus used by the United States comes from California, another state that requires ancillary probate.\textsuperscript{336} In terms of ranching, compared to the United States, Florida is tenth in beef cattle production.\textsuperscript{337} Florida has great importance in the agriculture industry and does not have adequate protections for their farmers and ranchers under their current code.\textsuperscript{338} By adopting an approach that follows the way Texas approaches ancillary probate, Florida would better serve these families by granting them ease through the probate system.\textsuperscript{339}
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3. Farmers and Ranchers Would Be Able to Better Plan Their Estates with Reform

By having ancillary administration proceedings that are vastly different across states, people are not able to plan their estates efficiently or properly when they own land or other property subject to ancillary probate in another state. This poses a problem as drafting a will can be expensive for families and individuals. In terms of cash inflow to these farms, the “median total farm household income is forecast to increase in 2022 to $94,794 from $92,239 in 2021.” However, the off-farm median income was forecasted at $88,140 in 2022. This represents an increase of 6.5% from $82,809 in 2021. Furthermore, the increase in the forecasted income is “due to expected increases (8.1 percent) in median unearned income—income from interest, investments, pension and retirement accounts, unemployment compensation and other public transfers.” While these numbers may seem adequate, the increases in their income are not coming from their farming and ranching operations, but from other measures that they have taken to ensure that they have an income to be able to feed their families and run their operations. This means that if these “off-farm income areas disappear, so will a considerable amount of the income that this industry receives.”

In addition to considering costs from ancillary proceedings, costs may also increase for other reasons when planning an estate to minimize the effects of ancillary probate. The ancillary probate process may increase costs for those creating a will through attorney fees upon hiring a professional to plan their estate. Hiring an attorney to draft a will can cost anywhere from $300 to more than $1,000. While individuals can draft their wills themselves, a lawyer has expertise in the area that
the person may not have in order to adequately portray the testator’s intent, and make sure the testator’s assets are included in the document in a way that correctly transfers the property when the testator passes on. Because hiring a lawyer to draft the will is the best method for many people, the costs increase each time they need to create another will or make an addition to their current will. For example, these costs are further increased if the will may need to be updated because the testator has purchased land they want to do something different with and other assets after the first will was drafted. They may also want to add people as beneficiaries, as well as other considerations.

Because of nuanced rules for local probate courts and other states’ statutes covering probate proceedings, it may be difficult to draw up a plan that would encompass all the rules that would affect a will or other estate plan when trying to draft a plan for farmers or ranchers whose property lies in more than one state. This would also factor into expense planning for the client, as hiring an attorney to draft the will would drive up costs even further. Because these expenses would be driven up for the attorney to figure out a plan in another state, this does not reduce the costs for people who are trying to navigate owning land in multiple states. The plan creates its own type of increased costs for these individuals. Trying to create a comprehensive plan can also affect other areas, such as inter vivos gifts and other estate planning devices that may be required to circumvent the ancillary probate process in states such as California, Illinois, and Florida.

One way to bypass probate proceedings is to create a trust, but that may also further drive up costs for farmers and ranchers. When considering what to do in place of a will, trusts can prove beneficial. Trusts bypassing the probate system also applies to ancillary probate proceedings, thus, allowing beneficiaries to avoid the second probate proceedings. There are many types of trusts for people to take
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advantage of that may provide different types of benefits to individuals based on their needs. For example, revocable trusts do not have to follow the probate process, they can provide tax benefits, and they may also impose specific restrictions on what may be done with the assets within the trust. Some other types of trusts allow for more flexibility when it comes to amending the parameters applicable to the assets within the trust. By circumnavigating the probate process, time can also be saved when distributing the assets of the decedent that were in the trust.

Trusts can provide other benefits for those who use them. When considering the speed of these devices, another benefit of the revocable trust is that the beneficiaries receive the trust assets quicker than if they had to wait for the estate to go through the probate system. Waiting for access to the trust assets can be detrimental to the beneficiaries because it can take weeks to months for a hearing to happen on the estate. This time period only accounts for the period after the statutory waiting period has concluded; thus, the total time before the beneficiaries can access the assets is much longer.

While some benefits may come from creating a trust, some drawbacks to creating a revocable living trust fund include the high costs and added complexity of distributing the estate. Furthermore, trusts may not be the entirety of an estate plan but rather should only be part of the overall plan governing the decedent’s estate. Another drawback to some types of trusts is that they can be permanent. These trusts cannot be revoked or substantially changed once they are finalized and
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While some jurisdictions allow minor changes, this should not be relied on because allowing changes is not a uniform practice. Creating a trust does not mean that the estate does not also require a will. Specifically, “a living trust can almost never totally avoid probate, and a simple will is needed to ‘pour over’ to the trust any property that has not been transferred to the trust during your lifetime.” This would require additional costs to not only create the trust but to create the will to pour over the remaining assets. In this instance, the will would still have to go through the additional probate process, and now the family must pay for these costs, as well as the additional costs to create the will and trust. Therefore, just because a trust is created does not mean that a will would not be created. These families and individuals are in no better position than before they make a trust when attempting to bypass ancillary probate proceedings. The need for the trust should be weighed against the cost of transferring the assets to the trust. There is also a need to get the assets into the trust before the person dies. Because of these nuances, farmers and ranchers are not always better off one way or another, and they still must consider the costs these devices require, as well as the nuanced rules that may be at play.

Implementing less strict ancillary probate proceedings across the United States would better serve farmers and ranchers because the affected parties would not have to use trusts to convey their property without probate. Farmers and ranchers could use a will to adequately convey their property upon their death by implementing less strict ancillary probate proceedings. While these devices would be needed in states like California, Illinois, and Florida that do not have a desirable probate system, if more states adopted an estates code that mimics
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Texas’s, the need for these added costs and procedures could be avoided.\textsuperscript{386}

While trusts have some benefits, there are still several other issues to consider for farmers and ranchers when moving real property into the trust that makes reform more desirable than the use of these devices.\textsuperscript{387} Relevant to trusts, testators must also consider homestead exemptions.\textsuperscript{388} Other issues include mortgage issues, method of transfer of the assets, actions taken after the transfer, interests in closely held businesses, and lastly, property outside of the state.\textsuperscript{389} Furthermore, individuals create revocable trusts to avoid ancillary probate in a state that requires it; beneficiaries may still be required to pay additional inheritance or estate taxes or perform other procedures to comply with that state’s statutes.\textsuperscript{390}

While estate plans such as trusts can be beneficial in avoiding the probate system and laws have been put in place that ask courts to look towards the testator’s intent, these alternate plans may still not accurately represent the testator’s intent for their property upon their death.\textsuperscript{391} Planned succession attempts to account for the decedent’s intent and wishes, but in order to effectuate the goals based on the laws in these devices, the intent may be lost.\textsuperscript{392} Because the true intent of the testator is difficult to achieve under these other types of plans, these individuals are not better off.\textsuperscript{393} If farmers and ranchers must relinquish their intent to bypass the probate system, then the system is failing them.\textsuperscript{394} In order to allow farmers and ranchers to adequately transfer their property based on laws and their intent, ancillary probate proceedings must be relaxed to allow them to transfer their property in the way that they

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{386} Id. at 98; Lerner, supra note 8, at 314.
\item \textsuperscript{387} See Prangner, supra note 366, at 100–01.
\item \textsuperscript{389} See Prangner, supra note 366, at 101–09.
\item \textsuperscript{390} Id. at 104.
\item \textsuperscript{391} See Lerner, supra note 8, at 314; see also Interpreting A Will - The Primary Consideration, Tex. Prob. Litig. Blog (Sept. 27, 2021), https://www.txprobatelitigation.com/blog/interpreting-a-will-the-primary-consideration [https://perma.cc/FRJ2-NVTM].
\item \textsuperscript{392} Estate Planning Basics for Farmers, Iowa State Univ. Ctr. for Agric. L. & Tax’n, https://www.calt.iastate.edu/estate-planning-basics-farmers [https://perma.cc/2F67-S48M].
\item \textsuperscript{393} See Lerner, supra note 8, at 314.
\item \textsuperscript{394} See id. at 314–15.
\end{itemize}
B. While Other States Have Codes in Place, Texas’s Code is Much Better Equipped to Serve Farmers and Ranchers

While some states have adopted the UPC, many states have adopted their own estates or probate code that they think will serve that state’s citizens the best. While states think they have the best interest of their citizens in mind, many states currently have statutes in place that negatively affect those citizens that are farmers or ranchers. For example, in Colorado, the UPC provision regarding bona fide purchasers and title transfer had to be amended because it posed some problems as it was not meant to cover all applicable areas but rather was promulgated to provide a baseline. This further shows that there is a need for reform past what the UPC has to offer states. While states such as California, Illinois, and Florida may think that their ancillary probate statutes may best serve residents within the state, they are actually hurting those who are in the farming and ranching industry. This is not to mention that the family
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may lose access to the land while it must go through the probate process.\textsuperscript{404} By requiring families to go through another probate process, the system requires these individuals to spend money and time on an additional probate proceeding rather than making sure their agricultural production is enough to provide a living for their own families while also producing food and other raw materials that are necessities for American citizens.\textsuperscript{405}

Because the code that Texas follows is the most desirable, reform is needed under two principles.\textsuperscript{406} First is the idea of doing away with close court supervision in routine and uncontested probate cases.\textsuperscript{407} The second principle is to better support the non-probate system.\textsuperscript{408} This is desirable because the rest of the Texas probate system would also allow individuals to bypass the probate system.\textsuperscript{409} Because of these principles, states should adopt provisions in their codes that mimic that of Texas.\textsuperscript{410} The Texas Estates Code supports both of those principles in a way that adequately supports farmers and ranchers and allows the industry to prosper.\textsuperscript{411}

2. States with Fewer Ranches Should Still Consider Reform Due to the Importance of Agriculture

In some states, farming and ranching practices are not as common.\textsuperscript{412} These states include Alaska, Rhode Island, Nevada, New Hampshire, Delaware, and the District of Columbia.\textsuperscript{413} These states have less than 5,000 farms within the state.\textsuperscript{414} For comparison, Texas has approximately 248,000 farming operations within the state.\textsuperscript{415} Because of the importance of the farming and ranching industry across the United States, even if there are fewer farms and ranches in the state, these families still need to be protected through ancillary probate reform.\textsuperscript{416}
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While Alaska may have a smaller population of farmers and ranchers, what they do produce is important. These farmers and ranchers also have to face challenges based on the historical climate of the state. Because of the climate, farmers and ranchers face frosts during the growing seasons. These frosts can damage crops and set the farmers back in their production. If this were to occur in a year that someone may have to probate an estate in a state that requires ancillary probate proceedings, the costs could become more than they could bear as they tried to navigate the costs from the frost, as well as the costs from the proceedings. Farmers in Alaska also have to deal with pests, hungry animals, long supply chains that increase costs, and soils that need plenty of fertilizer. Because of these added costs to the farming industry, these families should be afforded protections in the ancillary administration arena.

Nevada does not have a vast number of farms and ranches compared to other states; however, they play a vital role in exports of the products they do grow. Nevada’s exports in 2019 totaled $320 million and were sent to places such as other regions in North America, Asia, Central America, South America, and the Middle East. While there are smaller farms that are centered in the northern part of the state, this state still plays an important role in the agriculture industry. While these states have few farms, what they provide American citizens is still important, and they should still be afforded reform in the area of ancillary probate.

[https://perma.cc/3T2G-H9F8] (listing various consumer goods that come from farms).
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C. Farming and Ranching Affect Every Person in the Country

Farmers and ranchers should be afforded special considerations because they provide people with essentials such as food, clothing, housing, and other goods classified as necessities. Animals that are part of livestock operations also benefit people by eating scraps and foods that are not suitable for human consumption, thus reducing waste apart from providing a food source themselves. There are a number of products, other than food and clothing, that would not be possible without agriculture. These products include detergents, crayons, and X-Ray films. Other products often used include drywall, shoes, tires, biofuels, books, and ink. These products are just a few that are in existence because of agriculture.

While it is great to have a home garden to grow fruits or vegetables for personal consumption, many people live in cities where they do not have the ability to grow gardens or raise livestock. Even if it were possible for people to have the opportunity to grow a home garden, not everyone has the expertise to be able to do it correctly. Furthermore, even if people were able to grow crops in their backyards, they would not have the space to grow the variety of fruits and vegetables that the grocery store has. Lastly, there are crops such as cotton that are used for clothing that would not be grown in a home garden.

States that require ancillary probate proceedings make up important sectors of the agriculture industry. When considering California’s effect on agriculture, “over a third of the country’s vegetables and three-quarters of the country’s fruits and nuts are grown in California.”
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California is home to 69,000 farms that operate on 24.2 million acres.\footnote{440}{California Agricultural Statistics Review 2021-2022, CAL. DEPT’T OF FOOD & AGRIL., 2021-2022, at 2, https://www.cdfa.ca.gov/Statistics/PDFs/2022_Ag_Stats_Review.pdf [https://perma.cc/FA42-VMSV].} Comparatively, Illinois also has 70,900 farms in operation covering 27 million acres of land.\footnote{441}{Facts About Illinois Agriculture, ILL. DEP’T OF AGRIL., https://www2.illinois.gov/sites/agr/About/Pages/Facts-About-Illinois-Agriculture.aspx [https://perma.cc/5HP4-AMDR].} Seventy-five percent of Illinois is farmland.\footnote{442}{Id.} Illinois leads the country in the production of soybeans, corn, and swine.\footnote{443}{Id.} In Illinois, family farms are still greater than other ownership models, despite some of these farms incorporating.\footnote{444}{Id.} Farmers that operate these farms and ranches are also generally over 50 years of age.\footnote{445}{Id.} Furthermore, Florida has great importance in the citrus sector.\footnote{446}{See Florida Agriculture Overview and Statistics, supra note 197.} The states that require ancillary probate have great importance in the industry, and the farmers and ranchers who make this happen should be afforded special protections.\footnote{447}{See Id.; see also California Agricultural Production Statistics, supra note 438; see also Facts About Illinois Agriculture, supra note 441.}

While these products are important, there are other factors to consider when looking at agriculture and how they may shape the future of this industry.\footnote{448}{See Dimitri et al., supra note 28, at 6.} The farming sector is shrinking in the United States in terms of Gross Domestic Product (GDP), as well as other economic areas and indicators.\footnote{449}{Id. at 2.} This trend is due to the efficiency of producing crops and other agricultural products.\footnote{450}{Id.} The increase in efficiency stems from technological innovation and changing market conditions present in the industry.\footnote{451}{Id.} These changes in the overall economy stem from changes within farms and farm households.\footnote{452}{Id.} Also, the number of farms in the United States is decreasing, but the size of the farms is increasing.\footnote{453}{Id.} Furthermore, farms are becoming increasingly specialized, focusing on one output at a time, as compared to farmers and ranchers in the past, focusing on five outputs on average in the past.\footnote{454}{Id.} All of these
changes have come about with the amount of land being farmed remaining constant.  

There are also considerations to be made when looking at where farmers and ranchers get their money from.  

There are more people in the industry looking to work off the farm as more opportunities in outlying cities and more urban areas increase. The increase is exemplified by the fact that "93% of farms earned off-farm income" by the year 2000. Farm income did not exceed the national average until 2002, and that was only with the help of off-farm income opportunities that it was able to achieve this number.

While there has been an increase in income earned, this money is needed for other necessities. With the growth in technology and drop-off in needed animal and human labor, more cash is necessary to pay for the mechanization of farm labor through machinery. This cash comes from the off-farm work but also creates an issue with the ability to have this cash and other profits, and if they have to spend it on ancillary probate, then they cannot spend it on equipment. This issue can be summarized as, "[i]ncreasing productivity has reduced the number of people needed to work on farms and decreased profitability has reduced the number who can be supported by income from a single family farm." This means that there are fewer jobs for people seeking to work on a farm and less income for those operating the farms.

Land suitable for farming and ranching is also at risk of being used for other purposes. With populations growing in states like Texas, the rural land is at risk as cities are expanding and people are looking for places to live. While farming and ranching have increased by 8%, the population has increased in Texas by 48% from 1997–2017 alone. Furthermore, "the shift in ownership size or loss of larger ownerships through fragmentation may have potential implications for profitability
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and continued stability of working lands.”\textsuperscript{468} If families must fragment the land due to the costs that come from additional ancillary administrative proceedings, this could lead to less productive land due to other uses, thus further harming agriculture production and the land.\textsuperscript{469} In this time from 1997–2017, Texas lost 2.2 million acres of working lands to nonagricultural use.\textsuperscript{470} Of the 2.2 million acres, 1.2 million were in the last five years.\textsuperscript{471} As urban cities continue to grow, farms and ranches remain at risk and need protection from the possibility of having to fragment their lands to navigate the nuances and pitfalls of ancillary probate.\textsuperscript{472}

Further, some research shows that ranching can prove to be beneficial for the environment.\textsuperscript{473} Human effects on the land have actually been beneficial for quite some time, and farmers and ranchers continue to work towards conservation in their everyday practices.\textsuperscript{474} While one pound of boneless beef requires 441 gallons of water, this is only a fraction of the water required to make a cotton t-shirt.\textsuperscript{475} Furthermore, the water that is used for the beef goes towards the animals drinking, pasture irrigation, crop irrigation for the food the animal eats, and processing the beef.\textsuperscript{476} While this is a lot of water, ranchers have reduced water usage by 12\% as compared to usage 20 years ago.\textsuperscript{477} While they may use large quantities of water, many ranchers think about the environment and wildlife when it comes to their operations.\textsuperscript{478} While 85\% of rangeland in the U.S. is unsuitable for crops, it can be used for grazing, which provides opportunities for growth in ranching.\textsuperscript{479} Ranchers seek
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to use the best water practices to reduce water waste and bad practice in order to preserve the resource that is so vital to life while also producing necessities that people need to live a happy and healthy life.\textsuperscript{480}

IV. CONCLUSION

Because of the importance of the agriculture industry, states should adopt code provisions that mimic those of the Texas Estates Code to better serve farmers and ranchers.\textsuperscript{481} Farmers and ranchers need to be able to not only plan their estates to fully recognize their intent but should not have to pay money on top of it to probate their estate when it has already been done in a previous proceeding.\textsuperscript{482} These court costs add up and create a burden on farming and ranching that negatively affects the industry.\textsuperscript{483} The number of people that are affected is only going to increase as land transfers and the age of farmers continues to rise.\textsuperscript{484}

Agriculture is a vital industry, and states must resolve these issues to promote this important industry for human survival.\textsuperscript{485} By adopting new statutes, states will better serve the families that make up the agricultural industry,\textsuperscript{486} families who farm and ranch to make food for people to eat, clothes for people to wear, and all the other necessities that people in the United States need on a daily basis.\textsuperscript{487}
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